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For my thesis I intended to design and
construct ceramic covered jars, exploring
both the aesthetic and the technical possib
ilities. In essence, my entire thesis object
ive became an attempt to find a very person
al aesthetic using covered jars as a means
of expression. I strove to find forms and
methods of working that would be in some way
uniquely my own. Although no one year, or
even several years is enough to fully shape
an artist's character, I hoped to discover
some firm direction.
There are basically two ways of approach
ing the design of pottery. One is to decide
on the function and then design a form that
will carry out that function in the best and
simplest way (the "form follows function
concept"). The other way is to take the mater
ial, work with it in a natural way, seeking
forms from purely a sculptural viewpoint and
fitting the function to the form. Of course,
both are frequently combined in different ways,
but each offers a firm direction and belief.
The form-function concept I think is entirely
valid and usually leads to satisfactorily de
signed pieces. Indeed, such an approach, if done
(2)
imaginatively can lead to quite original forms.
It can easily be defended from several stand
points; its directness, honesty and its re
sults. The other way is more complex, of
fering both greater possibilities of success
and greater possibilities of failure. When
something must be used constantly, function
must be of primary concern; nothing is more
aggravating than casseroles that don't work,
forks that are difficult to handle and chairs
that are uncomfortable to sit in. However,
there seems to be a need in Man's life for things
that do more than just function, that offer aes
thetic satisfaction as well. Although much
form and function design is aesthetically
satisfying, I find myself searching const
antly for more and new objects of aesthetic
excitement and enjoyment.
There is in history a continual reaction
and counter reaction against excesses of any
sort, and in design, such trends are readily
noticed. Prom the excesses of Art Nouveau
design to the sometimes sterility of post-
Bauhaus functionalism to the resurgence of
the decorative arts, the trends are there.
(3)
In much of today's art and especially in
the crafts, there is a move toward things
that satisfy aesthetic desires to great
degrees, rather than just serve utilitarian
purposes. Indeed, in much of the crafts
today, there seem to be objects made purely
for decorative, aesthetic purposes with little
or no utilitarian intent. Although this
may be in itself an excess of sorts, con
fusing the issue of art and craft, it is
I think an important trend.
For myself, I think objects done in
craft techniques need not be great "art"
in the formal sense of the word, but may
merely function as decorative art, things
to give visual pleasure in everyday surround
ings ,'-sbut do not necessarily contain the
moral, formal and historical significance
that great art implies. I chose for my
thesis to concentrate on discovering only
a personal kind of form and the methods of
working that would lead me there. As a
vehicle for this search I chose covered
jars, or more correctly a form that
has^
a
lid and can serve as a container for some
thing. Since most of my forms were exper
iments for myself, with little functional
(4)
consideration other than the above, most be
came a "cookie jar" type of pot. I tried
to make them function adequately for this
purpose; closed lids, glazed interiors,
openings wide enough to admit the hand.
It is my feeling that this type of form
offers the best opportunities for exper
iment in form. Vases, weed holders,
cookie and candy jars, and sometimes
planters can offer great variations in form
without impeding function. Teapots, cas
seroles, plates and bowls all need to be
limited in certain ways for them to still
function well. I feel that an object should
function only as well as it has to. Because
my objective was form rather than function,
I therefore concentrated on the cookie jar
form, where function imposes fewer limits on
design.
It is for industry I feel to provide the
consumer with the objects he uses most often;
industry can do this cheaper and often better
from a functional viewpoint and with proper
design attitudes, at least on a par aesthet
ically with other forms of handcrafted, form-
function objects. I feel that it is the func
tion of the studio craftsman to add the
humanizing note to the impersonal factory
environment. This can range from the individ-
(5)
ually decorated plate to the elaborate covered
jar to the unique little teapot as well as to
the decorative wall hanging or the ceramic
mural. It is for this humanizing element
that the studio craftsman exists, and it can
be applied to most useful and non-useful ob
jects. Because of this I feel that private
research for aesthetic form and expression
has a legitimate public outlet in useful
but mainly decorative covered jars.
(6)
CHAPTER I - DISCUSSION OF PROCEDURE
(7)
Since I had of course made some covered
jars of various sorts previously, I attempted
in my first pots for my thesis to break
away from what I had done before. All of
my previous covered jars had been either
thrown or made in combinations of thrown
shapes and slabs and were fairly basic in
shape. I had before me an incredible diverse-
ness of possibilities- to try, both aesthetic
and technical. However, I was and still am
(rather unfortunately) influenced in both of
these by what I have seen and done before.
It was suggested that I try working with
solid lumps of clay and then hollowing them
out when the proper shape was achieved.
This seemed to be a good starting point.
The method of forming shapes with solid
lumps of clay by rolling, beating, molding,
etc. is a way of discovering both the possibilities
of form in clay and the nature of clay itself.
The clay can be continually worked and the form
changed completely, unlike slabs, coils or
thrown pots. Although in each other method,
some changes can be made, the least in coil
pots, the most perhaps in slab pots, the
solid lump method is unexcelled in its
(8)
ability to allow the potter to freely ex
periment. In the case ox the covered jar,
when the form is complete, or nearly com
plete, an area for the cover or lid is de
cided upon and is cut out or off with a
wire. Then the inside is hollowed out and
smoothed over. It is sometimes necessary
to cut off the bottom as well, to facili
tate the hollowing out process.
With this method I made several pots,
three of which are shown in illustrations
#1,2, and 3. In one pot(illust.#l) I tried
to convey a feeling of clay roughly formed
but also well organized. r^he smoother areas
are contrasted to the beaten and scratched
stripe running over the pot from back to
front. The glazing emphasizes this contrast
coloring the stripe darker than the overall
transparent glaze. The method of building
also created natural looking creviees and
folds which are also emphasized
by"
the
all-over transparent glaze pooling in them
and the thicker areas of the glaze having
an opaque white color. In another pot
(illust.#2) using the same method I let
pre-conceived forms (i.e. forms that I had
seen before) take over more completely.
The handle on top is slightly disconcerting
(9)
from the formal standpoint, $et for; me, gives
the pot its character and a hint of state-
liness. A waxy matte glaze of green-yellow
was applied over its naturally folded and
creviced form, retaining its ruggedness
yet giving it a finished appearance.
In both these pots, openings, lids, and
handles were in the expected places. I
wished to try to find new solutions to the:.'
problems of the lid. This was attempted in
the pot shown in illustration #3. Once again
by rolling, the form is given a natural,
rather than contrived looking shape, in
this case resembling a flour sack. The
red-orange matte glaze covers the pot comp
letely, thereby giving a finish to the pot.
However, it is the lid that I find mosttint-
eresting. It was cut out off center, and
the handle formed by pinching it between
thumb and forefinger. Although not a spect
acular departure, it was for me an important
step and enabled me later on to look at lids
and openings in a different light. These
three pots made by the hollowing method are
functional in so much as they have glazed,
smoothed interiors^and openings that will
admit the hand. Because of the small open
ings, cookies, candies and other spall edibles
are suggested rather than materials that re-
(10)
quire a scoop.
In conclusion this technique was a way
in which I arrived at forms that were more
original than those * had done before. If
approached with an air of freeness and ex
perimentation, it is easier to see form in
clay in a slightly different light. In my
particular case, however, no outstandingly
different forms were created although they
do dif-'er substantially from the wheel-
thrown pots that I had usually made before.
The possibilities of variations in form using
this method are immense and were hardly
touched upon by me. I can only account
for this by saying that I was not prepared
to make a firm break with my previous ways
of working, and thereby was conservative
when rolling out the lumps of clay. It
seems that all the shapes I made would
resemble either roughly wheel-thrown
shapes oroforms derived from slab const
ruction. My previous ideas on form appar
ently had at that time too great a sub




technical disadvantages. Working of the
clay becomes somewhat of a problem because
of its weight after the pot reaches a very
(11)
large size. It also tends to sag unless very
stiff, and the stiffer it is, the harder it
is to work. Also for me, I found the time
consuming and laborious job of hollowing out,
rather distasteful.
To try and overcome the above technical
disadvantages. I tried to combine hollowing
with slabs. Using forms, wooden boxes, card
board tubes, etc, both found and constructed,
I tried to pile clay in lumps against the forms.
By covering the forms with paper, I was able
to remove the clay when it was leather hard.
In this way I had hoped to retain the natural
texture as well as the ability to alter the
form as I worked. They could, of course, be
built much larger, and there would be consid
erably less hollowing out. As it turned
out, the forms could not be altered any
where near as much as desired, so the pots
were dependent on the forms used. This
was a rather severe limitation when one is
trying to experiment. It was therefore
suggested that a way to make them without
forms might be tried. Several pots were
constructed using this method, two are shown
in drawing #4. Although no pots made in this
manner were saved, I feel that possibilities
of this type of construction have merit and
(12)
I should try them at some time, perhaps in
combination with other methods such as coil
ing and slabs.
Because of my previous experiment, my
next pots were an attempt to stay away from
the standard box or cylinder type of form.
Several asymetrical slab pots were built.
Although none of these first large slab pots
were saved,. I did have the opportunity to try
more unusual solutions to the problem of the
lid. These are shown in drawing #5. Be
cause they were the first large slab pots
I had ever constructed, most were rather
clumsy as a result of the technical exper
imentation. After these initial slab pots
I made a group of pots that were more forth
right in their design and better constructed
from a technical standpoint. They continued
my attempt to stay away from standard forms.
The pot shown in illustration #6 is an example.
Made of large slabs, with the top simply cut
out, it is, I feel at once simple, functional
and nagged. It is unglazed outside with slip
painted bands of white, red4-brown and black
that serve to emphasize its roundness with
out destroying its real clay feeling and
handbuilt quality. The top was originally the
cut out section with two holes cut in it for
(13)
the fingers to grasp. It was suggested that
a covered jar to be truly functional should
be fully closed, so no great amount of air,
dust, moisture and the like can get in.
Accepting this, I made a top of black walnut,
finished to a dark brown with linseed oil and
having a hole through which a leather thong
is attached to facilitate lifting. The addition
of wood and leather seemed to enhance both the
feeling of the unglazed clay, and the nandbuilt
quality.
From using very few large slabs, I seemed
to naturally progress to combinations of many
slabs, (illustr. #7,8) These pots were built
up of many slabs, when in a semi-wet condition.
Little slip was needed, as they were simply
pushed together to form joints. The marks
made by this kind of joining were left in
many cases, sometimes even accented. They
seemed to add to the textural quality of the
pot, while also honestly showing the method
of construction. In both these pots there
was an attempt to go out as I built higher.
In both cases this was only partially success
ful. The large. soft slabs did not lend them
selves to that sort of technique. It was
possible to go quite high but to work out
from the cylinder, the base of the pot must
(U)
be quite firm, and the work must proceed slow
ly as in coil building. In fact, the only way
to go out to any extent is to make the slabs
so narrow that they are in reality coils.
There was an attempt to find different
methods of providing a lid for this type of
pot. In the pot in illustration #7 cutting it
out and attaching a loop of clay for lifting
was the solution. In the pot in illustration #8
a slab of clay was slapped on the top of
the pot, and the hole cut around it. A ridge
of clay was attached to bottem of the slab
to hold it on, and a loop was also added. In
this particular series of pots an overhanging
lid was not tried, but on later evaluation
seemed an obvious choice and was tried in a
later series of pots.
This type of construction seems to have
an honesty and a forthrightness of approach
that makes most pots constructed in this
way attractive. It would seem to me that once
again there are many possible variations
to this approach that I could not attempt
this year. This method also suggested very
strongly the general form that the pot would
take. Although a help and a guide for the
potter, it is at the same time a kind of limi
tation, I feel in retrospect that attempts
(15)
might have been made to overcome this limita
tion and that entirely new and original forms
might have been the result. These pots did,
however, point the way to my next pots, which
also used combinations of slabs, but in a
rather different way.
Having always been rather fascinated by
clay boxes, and having failed to construct
any that I thought successful, the use pf si
slab combinations seemed a possibility. A
number of boxes on small bases were construct
ed out of slabs. They were joined both by
luting together with slip and pressing to
gether. The finger marks made by the pressing
together were in general left, once again
exhibiting the method of construction.
The lids were cut out portions of the top
slabs, the overhanging edge being the handles
to lift them up. Glazed only on the inside,
slips were painted on the outside . There
was an attempt here to emphasize the raw clay
quality of the boxes, as a contrast to the
smooth sides of the slabs. Two pots con
structed in this manner are shown in illustra
tions #9 and 10. Pot #9 is quite geometric in
style, but the flat sides of the slabs are
coated with a rough application of slips. The
pot in # 1 is much more loosely constructed and
(16)
was an attempt to show spontaneity of construc
tion.
This type of pot excited me at the time
and still does. Once again, in retrospect,
there seem, to be many interesting possibili
ties in clay boxes constructed in this manner.
When I started to repeat myself using slabs,
I turned to the wheel which I had abandoned
earlier for handbuilt construction. I hoped
new ideas in form would be the result.
Feeling that I could use traditional
forms as a basis for new experimentation, I
made a number of simple, thrown covered jars
as illustrated in #11,12,13 and 14. Modest in
appearance, simple in design, these pots,
nevertheless, did give me a basis from which
to work. Pot #11 was glazed with a trans
parent glaze with an under slip of iron oxides.
It is a traditional cookie jar form. Pot #12
was glazed in a similar way but is a more
personal shape although not unusual. Pots
#13 and #14 were simple, unpretentious shapes
that are traditional and quite functional.
Both are glazed inside and out with a matte
glaze, #13 a red-orange and #14 a dark gray,
considerably more stony in texture. Al
though not exceptional in design, these pots
are I think satisfactory basic solutions to
(17)
the problem of the "cookie" jar, from both a
utilitarian and a decorative viewpoint.
Once again approaching the design of the
pot through experimentation with technique, I
began a series of pots in which various thrown
shapes were attached. In the first attempt^
flat and bowl shapes were fastened when still
quite wet to the tops of cylinders. This gave
me a closed form which I could alter by means
of paddling and cutting. Once I had establish
ed a form with which I was satisfied, I sought
to design a lid that would not destroy that form.
Each pot was solved in a slightly different way,
both in the form and in the lid.
The pot shown in illustration #15 was
beateii into a very solid sturdy form, with
the upper part of the pot forming shoulders.
These shoulders give the pot its sturdiness
and also facilitate lifting. It is for me a
satisfactory formal relationship. The lid
is a cut out circle that fits on an interiorr
rim. A hole was cut in the top for lifting.
To keep air out, a pouch was constructed under
the hole. This type of lid I feel does not
detract from the form, and because of the cir
cular character, repeated in the hole, adds to
it. The glaze is applied only on the lid and
below the shoulder. This serves to emphasize
both the shoulder and the circular character of the
(18)
openings. The interior glaze unfortunately
caused the pot to crack. This glaze will be
discussed in the chapter on glazes.
The pot shown in illustration #16 was
constructed in a manner similar to the previous
pot but with differences in form. The pot
swells upward from a small base to a rounded
top. Clay is added and beaten into the form,
and marks made by tooling on the wheel are
left, sometimes partially rubbed out. The
lid is solved in the same manner as the pre
vious pot. Glazed only on the inside, the out
side is coated with dark slips accentuated by
white slips rubbed; into the cracks and tool
marks. I feel its form could have been more
exciting, however. With an exaggeration of
the swelling upward and outward the pot would
have been more dynamic.
The pots shown in illustration #17,18,'ahd
#19 have flat lid-like forms that were slapped
when wet over short cylinders. Pot
#17 is more upright and more contained. The
lid is cut out, and a thong is attached for
lifting. Once again there is a shoulder over
hang; this time the overhang at the sides pro
vides actual handles. A circle of clay was
added at the front to form an accent. The
bottom of the jar is not glazed to prov-
(19)
ide contrast and emphasis to the shoulder
characteristic. The circle of clay is
glazed blue to further accent the front of
the pot. Because of the small opening, it
is, as were the previous jars, most suitable
for cookies or candies. The pot #18 is much
more squat and is probably suitable only for
candies or other small foods. It too, has a
shoulder that can function as a handle, but
in this case the shoulder line is more succ
essfully related to the foot and to the knob
on the lid. Once again a slab of blue glazed
clay is added to the front for accent. The
lid, although cut out, and a ridge added, is
quite different. A knob for lifting was thrown
on, very loosely but with the flatness of it
relating both to the shoulder and the foot.
The looseness was intended to coincide with
the overall casualness of the construction.
The pot is incised in many places and marks
made by the trimming tool are left in most
cases. The roughness of the pot is accent
uated by the dry, stony green glaze. The pot
has a squat character and spontaneity that is
accented by the rather unusual color and
texture of the glaze.
Pot #17 is more restrained than the prev
ious pot but still has the character of clay being
(20)
folded and pressed together. The shoulder
of the pot is once again emphasized, this
time by leaving it unglazed and glazing the
rest of the pot white. The top is again cut
out, but the handle is handbuilt instead of
thrown loosely to go with the overall constr
uction. Pots #17,18, and 19 have a rough
spontaneous feeling that is the chief virtue
of this method of working. The more I worked
in this way, the more comfortable and excited
I became. One pot in particular pointed the
way for new experimentation. The pot in
illustration #20 is not particularly funct
ional. It is so extreme it must be classi
fied as purely experimental. However, its
loose form is indicative of the spontaneous
plastic effects of clay to be gained using
this method. Glazed white with a green glazed
lid, it has the character of earth breaking
up, melting, and capped with stone. Its
very roughness pointed the way for my next,
more spontaneous forms and combinations of
forms.
My next/and last series of pots were
conceived as vertical spontaneous assemblages
of thrown forms. The pot in- #21 is an example.
Two thrown cylinders are attached to each
ether in a very free manner, the joining marks
(21)
are left for decoration. The top is simply
a thrown disc of clay bent around the top
of the pot so thsbt it cannot fall off. The
white strip of glaze down the front accents the
verticality of the pot, while the blue spot
exphasizes the frontal aspects of the jar.
The rest of the pot is unglazed except for
a strip just under the lid where a shadow
falls. ^he lid is glazed except for the
edge to accent the free flowing curves.
The pots illustrated in #22 and #23
are similar to the preceding one. They are
vertical in character, being thrown cylinders
loosely attached upon one another. The
glazing is also similar. These are I feel
my most successful pots, in that they are
the most natural. They were put together
easily without a struggle and seem to be
more
"me" than previous ones. I felt more
comfortable when constructing them, and I
think this is apparent in the finished pieces.
I look forward to making more pots with this
loose technique, both covered jars and other
types.
(22)
CHAPTER II-GLAZES AND THOUGHTS ON GLAZING
(23)
This section of the report deals with a
description of the clay bodies and glazes used
on the thesis pots. It also contains a des
cription of experiments relating to finding
glazes that are appropriate for certain pots
and discovering methods of applying them to
the pots.
The entire thesis project was done using
one basic stoneware body. Stoneware, was
chosen both for its durability and its suit
ability for high-fired ,reduction glazes. Al
though minor variations were tried, the basic
stoneware body was this.
Jordan Stoneware Clay 30
Ball Clay (Kentucky Sp. ) 30
Fire Clay 30
Red Clay 10
The fire clay was used for texture, as
I seldom added any great amount of grog.
The Red Clay was added for color, as I often
left unglazed areas on my pots. ^oth A.P.Green
and North American were used as sources for
fire clay. Cedar Heights Redart was my source
of red clay. Occasionally Cedar Heights Gold
Art Soneware Clay was substituted for Jordan
clay. The body when aged properly was quite
iplastic and sagged very little. With few ex
ceptions, my glazes fit this body with out any
(24)
alterations.
Since it is I feel difficult to use prop
erly a great many different glazes, I tried
at*
the beginning of the thesis project to find
three or four glazes that were flexible and
reliable enough to suit my needs.
Although other glazes were used from time
to time, four basic glazes were used extensively.
All four had been tested previously *at the State
College at New Paltz and continued to work at i
the School for American Craftsmen with no alter
ation. A simple transparent gloss of blue -
gray is one. It shows slips well, and also
pools in cracks and depressions to an opaque white
while being very reliable. It is as follows;
Cornwall Stone 85
Whiting 15
The second is a very reliable matte white
that shows specks of brown where the body










My most flexible glaze was a simple three in
gredient feldspar glaze that worked well with
many oxides.
Elbrook Potash Feldspar 63.4
Whiting 35.0
Kaolin 16.6
It produced a good blue-gray with 3% rutile
and 4-$ cobalt oxide; an erange-brown with 5%
rutile and 5$red iron; and an excellent
yellow-green with 2% red iron oxide. This
yellow-green is present on a number of pots
and is very useful because of its speckled
and stony effect with a mature finished
quality.
Also used extensively was a red-orange
glaze that varied considerably with different
thicknesses of application, being best when







Red Iron Oxide 4.0
The thesis pots were fired in the School
for American Craftsmen's downdraft, forced
(26)
air, gas kiln. The kiln would reduce quite
heavily with the damper left open only three
inches. This is how I fired it A door in
the chimney also controlled reduction. When
open, the kiln would reduce; when closed, the
kiln would still reduce but to a lesser degree.
I would fire the kiln with the door open for
the first seventeen of the twenty hour firing
cycle. Then I would usually close it to ob
tain temperature rise. I would open it again
at cone maturity for added reduction at this
point. It would usually cool for about twenty
to twenty four hours.
Even with a limited range of color and
textures, much variety in decorating can still
be achieved. In fact it is usually the problem
of too many possibilities rather than too few
that confront the potter. It is very import
ant that the potter makes the right choice
from these possibilities, for nothing can
spoil a pot faster and more irretrievably than
a poor glazing job. If there is one sure thing
I can say that I have learned during this thesis
project, it is the possibilities and the pitfalls
of glazing.
Of the decorating possibilities, the first
and immediate solution is not to glaze the pot
at all. Stoneware clay is in itself quite
beautiful at times and needs no embellishment.
(27)
In my case it was usually necessary to glaze
the inside of the pot to make it easier to
keep clean, therefore more functional. How
ever, many pots were left unglazed outside and
usually accented by slips. A good example of
an almost unglazed pot, accented by only the
smallest amount of slip decoration is the
slab box in illustration #10. This method
of glazing emphasizes the character of .the clay
and the roughness of construction. It is I
feel a quite honest way of finishing a pot.
The inside is glazed with a white matte.
The next solution is to not glaze the
pot but use slips in a rather painterly way-
organizing them and using different colors.
The slab pot in illustration #6 is a good
example. The bands of painted slip act as
decoration while still keeping the nature of
the clay and character of the firing process.
Whereas glazes often appear as additions,
slip seldom does; slips usually seem to sink
into the pot because the slip is clay that
becomes bonded onto the pot, rather than
melted on in a glassy substance like glaze.
Slips also tend to show the reaction to the
fire more than most glazes. This gives the
pot an honest feeling, exhibiting both what
the pot is made of and how it was made.
(28)
The most natural way for me to apply
glaze is simply to cover the entire pot with
glaze. This is not always successful. Pots
#2 and #7 illustrate how it can be successful.
The glaze in both cases is a stony, green, --and
speckled matte. Although giving the pot a
finished character, the glaze does nCt ob
scure the method of building the pot. When
glazing in this manner, it is essential that
the application of the glaze (usually by
pouring or dipping) is kept under control.
Marks left by uneven application of glaze
can be quite attractive and may add to the
pot, but unless controlled these marks can
give the pot a confused and unhappy appear
ance. Since glaze usually changes in char
acter when applied in different thicknesses,
one glaze can appear as two or three, with
careful, controlled application.
When applying glaze all over the pot,
decoration can be added by the use of stains,
oxides and slips underneath the glaze. Pot
#12 is an excellent example of the use of this
method of decoration. Although, slips and
oxides can be poured or painted on, care and
control are once again essential; the dec
oration must be right for the particular pot.
I had been familiar with both these methods
(29)
before I began my thesis project. I had had
of course successes and failures at each. I
had less experience using bare clay and slips,
but was not unfamiliar with their use. When
I began to feel unsatisfied with the ways of
glazing that I was familiar with, it was sugg
ested that I try combinations of glazed areas
with unglazed areas. This I had never really
tried before except in the accidental. .This
method calls for careful consideration of the
pot to be glazed, and is greatly helped if one
has a glaze effect in mind when the pot is
constructed. The glaze must >e applied in
just the right amounts and areas. The
pot illustrated in #15 is an excellent ex
ample of this glazing technique. The shoulder
left unglazed, emphasized all aspects of the
form. The shoulder is emphasized, the round
ness of the lid, the whereabouts of the lid
and the overall sturdiness of the pot. In
pot #21 the glaze application is even more
restricted with only the top of the lid and
a wide stripe down the front accented by a
blue circle. This gives the otherwise a-
symetrical pot a frontal relationship while
at the same time emphasizing the verticality
of the two combined forms. The unglazed rim
of the lid, accents the free flowing curves
that the lid creates around the top of the
(30)
pot. There is also a narrow uneven strip
of glaze around the top of the pot that follows
the shadow cast by the overhanging lid.
In conclusion I feel that many exciting
effects can be achieved in glazing from a
very limited palette. The use of unglazed
clay, combinded with glazed areas and slips
offer the potter a great variety of ways to
finish a pot. In this way the potter with only
a few reliable and fairly versatile glazes,
can approach glazing imaginatively, looking
and thinking of the pot itself rather than at
a choice of ten or twenty different glazes.
It takes time to master even one glaze, so
that you know what it can do and how to make
it do it. The fewer the glazes, the easier
it is to control them, and once control is
gained, one can think of imaginative ways of
using the glaze. I feel that it is how the





In conclusion. I feel that my thesis
project was both a success and a failure.
Its chief virtue was to enable me to become
involved with different forms and techniques
I had not previously explored. Its chief
failure was that I still am left without a
firm direction. It is possible that the
very things that were virtues, were the
underlying cause of the failures. As my
project progressed, I found myself relying
on new techniques and building experiments
to point the way to new forms. Although
this did result in both new forms and a
relationship with new techniques, it did
prevent me from pursuing any concrete direction.
Using technique as a guide to form also is
a kind of negative approach. If one is
pursuing form, let one concentrate on form
alone, not on technique with form an offshoot.
I did, of course, try to visualize form with
out the method of building and did often
alter the construction to suit the form.
However, on final evaluation there seems to
have been too much of the attitude of "let's
change the technique and new forms will happen.
"
I am not sure of how valid this approach is and
feel this may have hampered my development.
Of the fifty or so pots constructed and
(33)
glazed during the thesis project, only about
twenty will be exhibited. Variety as well
as quality was a criteria for this selection.
3ince the real virtue of my method of working
was a variety of techniques I feel it is im
portant to show this.
The success of the individual pots is
I feel a matter of degree. None are import
ant in the world of pottery as a whole. They
are simply not that
original7
or exciting.
On the other hand several I think are both
attractive designs and quite functional.
I have selected for the final show only
those that I feel are successful in these
ways.
When I review my work, I do see several
possibilities of direction; this may be fine
as I am still quite young. I also feel at
this time that my most recent pots offer my
most natural direction. It is however prob
ably too soon to tell. I did learn a great
deal about methods of construction, and
this in itself may be of great service
to me in later years. I also learned much
about glazes, glaze experimentation, and
glazing itself. From association I also
learned much about kilns, workshop studios
and the commercial aspects of ceramics.
(34)
In the final analysis, for myself, I
feel that it is not whether or not the indiv
idual objects succeed but rather what one has
learned from the project as a whole that is
really important and in essence determines
the extent of success and failure. In this




COVERED JAR : 6 " HIGH




COVERED JAR : 9" HIGH
ORANGE GLAZE
ILLUSTRATION #2





COVERED JARS NOT SAVED
ILLUSTRATION #5





COVERED JAR : 10"
UNGLAZED
ILLUSTRATION #7
















UNGLAZED WITH SLIPS PAINTED ON THE OUTSIDE
ILLUSTRATION #11
COVERED JAR : 8" HIGH






CORNWALL STONE GLAZE WITH IRON SLIPS
ILLUSTRATION # 13


















COVERED JAR : 7" HIGH






YELLOW GREEN GLAZE WITH BLUE SPOT
ILLUSTRATION # 19









COVERED JAR : 16 " HIGH




COVERED JAR : 18
"
WHITE MATTE GLAZE WITH DARK GLOSS SPOT
ILLUSTRATION #23
COVERED JAR : 14" HIGH
DARK GREEN, GLOSS GLAZE

